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Abstract Development of new methods of scaffold fabrica-
tion that closely mimic the structure and function of the extra-
cellular matrix (ECM) is one of the main issues in tissue en-
gineering. This study aims to present a newly developed pre-
defined three-dimensional polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
scaffold fabricated via CO2 laser drilling technique. To
achieve this goal, using a computer-controlled laser drilling
machine, arrays of interconnected holes with a predefined
pattern and geometry were drilled on bulk PMMA samples.
Three groups of scaffolds with increasing levels of porosity,
and pore sizes of 490±10 μm, were fabricated and evaluated
for compressive properties. In order to promote their bioactiv-
ity, a thin layer of chitosan/β-TCP composite was coated on
the surface of the fabricated samples. Morphology of bulk
PMMA scaffolds and PMMA scaffolds with chitosan/β-
TCP composite coating were studied using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Moreover, cell viability was assessed by
SaOS-2 cells. Results indicate that this technique allows the
fabrication of scaffolds with high amount of interconnectivity
and controllability of porosity, pore size, and mechanical
properties, the advantage that other methods lack.
Furthermore, chitosan/β-TCP composite coating improves
the interaction between osteoblast-like cells and the polymeric
scaffolds and accelerates the rate of cell proliferation.
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1 Introduction

Design and fabrication of porous scaffolds is a crucial field of
study in tissue engineering. Three-dimensional (3D) tissue
scaffold plays a vital role in cell attachment, proliferation,
and new tissue formation. Scaffolds as artificial extracellular
matrices are able to drive and support three-dimensional tissue
regeneration.

Autografts, in fact, are strictly limited by the volume of
bone that can be safely obtained and by donor site morbidity.
On the other hand, allografts induce the possibility of immune
rejections or disease transfers [1–3]. An ideal scaffold for
tissue-engineering applications should have special character-
istics in order to function as a true substitute that satisfies the
patient-specific biological, mechanical, and geometrical re-
quirements. Such characteristics can be summarized as the
following: (1) a network of interconnected pores so that cells
can migrate, differentiate, and attach deep within the scaf-
folds; (2) channels which provide paths for oxygen and nutri-
ents to cells deep inside the scaffold and for the waste products
to be easily carried away; (3) biocompatibility and bioactivity
with a high affinity for cells to attach and proliferate; (4) prop-
er shape; and (5) appropriate mechanical strength that matches
the surrounding bone properties [4–7].

Most of the available scaffold fabrication methods such as
solvent casting, fiber bonding, phase separation, gas-induced
foaming, and salt leaching are either limited to producing
scaffolds with simple geometry or depend on the indirect cast-
ing method for scaffold fabrication [8–10]. These methods
result in structures of random internal architecture and have
great variations from part to part. Solid free-form fabrication
(SFF) techniques, also known as additive manufacturing
(AM) or rapid prototyping (RP) methods, have attracted lots
of attention in recent years. These methods enable design and
fabrication of anatomically shaped scaffolds with varying
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internal architectures using virtual 3D computer models. They
allow precise control over porosity, pore size, permeability,
and stiffness. Control over these characteristics may give rise
to cell infiltration and mass transport of nutrients and meta-
bolic waste throughout the scaffold [11–13]. The three main
categories of AM systems are as follows: powder-based sys-
tems (e.g., selective laser melting (SLM) and three-
dimensional printing (3DP)), solid-based systems (e.g., fused
deposition modeling (FDM) and laminated object
manufacturing (LOM)), and liquid-based systems (e.g.,
stereolithography (SLA), Polyjet 3D Printing and Thermal
Phase Change Inkjet) [14]. In spite of their advantages, on
the negative side, there are still some limitations in using
SFF methods. The materials which are available for RP use
will depend on the process chosen and are still relatively lim-
ited. In SLA system, the photopolymers are expensive and
perishable and working with liquid materials can be messy
and the fabricated parts require a post-curing operation in a
separate oven-like apparatus for complete cure and stability. In
SLS system, it takes a considerable cool-down time before the
part can be removed from the machine. Large parts with thin
sections may require as much as two days of cooling. In FDM
method, the finished parts are anisotropic, that is, they exhibit
different mechanical characteristics in different directions.
3DP systems are limited to the resolution, surface finish, part
fragility, and available materials. All thermal phase change
inkjets have material limitations and make fragile parts. In
some indirect SFF methods, the fabricated parts experience
dimensional changes or may inherit errors and defects from
the molding process such as cracks [15–20]. Development of
laser processing, including surface patterning, surface modifi-
cation, and drilling has taken a considerable interest in medi-
cal science. Laser processing makes it possible to machine
very small holes and allows precise control over the size of
drilled holes. Moreover, it is a non-contact technique and can
be used on a vast variety of materials [21–24].

As far as the laser source is concerned, most biomaterials
especially polymers show a high amount of power absorption
of CO2 laser with wavelength of 10.6 μm, Excimer laser with
wavelength of about 190–248 nm, and third harmonic of
solid-state laser of 355 nm [25]. Polymers due to some of their
unique characteristics are used widely in the field of tissue
engineering. Poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) is a polymer
that has been successfully utilized as a bone filler and bone
substitute due to its remarkable biocompatibility, processabil-
ity, and low cost [26, 27]. Moreover, PMMA fits well in the
field of laser machining since the removal mechanism is gen-
erated by vaporization and the vapor products are volatile
monomers (MMA) [25]. Notwithstanding PMMA is bioinert,
non-degradable, and hydrophobic, thus, bone-like apatite can-
not be readily formed on the surface of this polymer [28].
Coating a biologically active material like chitosan/β-TCP
composite is one clear solution for promoting the capability

of bone regeneration of PMMA. In tissue engineering appli-
cations, chitosan has been described as a delivery system able
to carry active agents and growth factor [29, 30]. Chitosan has
a wide variety of applications in the biomedical fields such as
bone reconstruction, cell encapsulation, and drug delivery [31,
32]. However, its bioactivity needs to be boosted by adding
bioactive materials such as calcium phosphates [33]. β-
Tricalcium phosphate (β-Ca3 (PO4) 2=β-TCP) is one of the
most important calcium phosphates with excellent biocompat-
ibility and osteoconductivity properties [34].

The objective of the present study is to develop a novel
method of producing a predefined 3D porous PMMA scaffold
appropriate for bone regeneration by using the CO2 laser dril-
ling technique. To achieve this goal, based on a predefined
pattern, a framework of interconnected holes was drilled on
bulk PMMA. Afterwards, a thin layer of chitosan/β-TCP
composite was coated on the scaffold so as to enhance the
bioactivity and the proliferation of osteoblast-like cells. We
will show that the proposed technique provides some advan-
tages such as enhanced control over the scaffold porosity and
its pore architecture, including size, orientation, branching,
and interconnectivity. Unlike the available fabrication
methods, the proposedmethod of this study ensures high level
of interconnectivity of porous structure because the channel
pattern is defined in a way that channels intersect with each
other. High level of interconnectivity leads to adequate deliv-
ery of cells and nutrient supply during subsequent culture
throughout the complete porous scaffold, and therefore, oste-
oblasts migration, adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation
inside the pores would be induced [35]. Three-dimensional
and connective network configuration could enhance osteo-
genesis, and it is expected to provide paths for efficient bone
ingrowth. Direct bone formation may also be affected by pore
geometry. Furthermore, chitosan/β-TCP composite film can
provide favorable conditions for the biological functions of
PMMA.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Experimental setup and procedure

The experimental setup for the laser drilling process is shown
in Fig. 1. The experiments were conducted using a 100-W
carbon dioxide (CO2) laser (Fanavaran Laser Sahand
Company, Iran). The spot diameter of the laser beam was
300 μm. The laser system was integrated with a two-axis
CNC table which is directed to move across the entire machin-
ing area and a shutter that controls the laser on/off state. Argon
with a 3.2-bar pressure was used as a shield gas.

In the earlier investigation, authors developed a model by
applying two neuro-fuzzy systems to predict the geometrical
characteristics of the drilled holes. To achieve this goal, first,
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some experiments were conducted to investigate the influence
of laser power and laser irradiation time on the holes entrance
diameters, hole exit diameters, and depth of drilled holes.
Then, based on the results, experimental models of the process
were developed [36]. The model was used to calculate values
of laser power and laser irradiation time that lead to desirable
hole dimensions including depth and diameter. In order to
obtain a 3D porous scaffold, first, cubic bulk PMMA samples
with length of 10 mmwere prepared and then repeating arrays
of open-ended holes were drilled on three sides of bulk sam-
ples. Consequently, an orthogonal and highly interconnected
channel network was produced. The center distance (δL) of
channels was controlled by the movement of the CNC table.

2.2 Porosity

Porosity refers to the percentage fraction of voids in the entire
scaffold volume. Three parameters, namely the depth of
drilled hole (H), hole diameter (d), and center distance (δL),
are used to calculate the amount of porosity (Fig. 2a). Since in
this study, the fabricated scaffold has a regular network, the
scaffold porosity can be estimated precisely by calculating the
amount of removed material and its initial volume. Assuming
a fully interconnected network, the porosity of a cubic scaffold
is calculated as follows:

V bulk ¼ L3 ð1Þ
V removed ¼ 3N 2AH−2N 3*V intersect ð2Þ

N ¼ L

δL
ð3Þ

H ¼ min H ; Lð Þ ð4Þ

Porosity ¼ V removed

V bulk
*100 ð5Þ

where L is the cubic length, N is number of holes in each
dimension, A is the hole cross section area, H is the hole
length, and V intersect is the intersection volume of three
intersecting orthogonal holes (Fig. 2b–d). This intersecting
volume can be computed using the following relation [37]:

V intersect ¼ 2d3
Z π=4

0

Z 1

0
s

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−s2cos2t

p
dsdt ¼ 2−

ffiffiffi
2

p� �
d3 ð6Þ

In order to specify the accuracy of this formula, the porosity
of the samples was also calculated by measuring their dimen-
sion and weight according to the following equation [38]:

Porosity %ð Þ ¼ 1−
ρscaffold
ρmaterial

ð7Þ

where ρscaffold is the apparent density of porous PMMA
measured by dividing the weight by the volume of the samples
and ρmaterial is the density of the material of which the scaffold
is fabricated.

2.3 Compressive strength

The compression strength of bulk PMMA and PMMA scaf-
folds was determined using a Universal mechanical tester
(Universal, SANTAM, Iran) with a 25-KN load cell. The
specimens were bulk cubic shape with 10 mm length. The
speed of the Universal tester crosshead was set at 5 mm/min
and according to ASTM D695 standard the load was applied
until a 30 % reduction in specimen height was achieved. Five
samples were tested to obtain the average value.

Fig. 1 The laser drilling setup showing the PMMAwork piece on the X-
Y plane of the CNC table with the laser focused along the Z axis to the
work piece

Fig. 2 The schematic model of the 3D scaffold (a) showing orthogonal
and interconnected repeating array of through holes making a porous
network structure; b three orthogonal intersecting holes; c the
intersecting volume; d decomposing the intersecting volume into a
cubic and six remaining parts
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2.4 Preparation of chitosan/β-tricalcium phosphate
composite

In this research, analytical grade (Merck, Germany) phosphate
pentoxide (P2O5) and calcium nitrate tetrohydrate
(Ca(NO3)2.4H2O) are selected for synthesizing β-tricalcium
phosphate (β-TCP, Ca3(PO4)2, Ca/P=1.5) powders. In the
sol–gel process, at first a specific amount of P2O5 and
Ca(NO3)2.4H2O was dissolved in absolute ethanol with 10.5
pH. The mixture of solutions was continuously stirred about
30 min at room temperature, then it was heated in a water bath
at 60 °C for 1 h, and finally, a white transparent gel was
obtained. The gel was dried at 80 °C for 24 h in an air oven
and then it was calcined in a furnace at 700 °C for 3 h. The
calcined powders were sintered for 2 h at 1200 °C, and then
they were placed in air to cool down to ambient temperature.
Finally, the sintered products were crushed into the resultant
granule using an agate mortar. Powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns were recorded using a Philips PW 1371 dif-
fractometer with Cu Kα radiation. The XRD patterns of the
synthesis powder are presented in Fig. 3. The pattern for sam-
ple shows well-characterized peaks of pure β-TCP, and the
peaks were indexed according to the standard pattern (JCPDS
09-0169). These results indicate that single phase of β-TCP
was successfully synthesized by sol–gel method.

Chitosan solution of 2 % wt. was prepared by dissolving
chitosan in 1 % (v/v) acetic acid aqueous solvent at 55 °C.
Then, NaOH particles were added to the resultant solution to
reach PH 7.0. In order to obtain a β-TCP solution of 3 % wt.,
β-TCP particles were added drop by drop to the chitosan
solution, while the solution was being agitated. Then, the chi-
tosan–TCP dispersion was vigorously mixed using a magnetic
stirrer for 12 h to obtain a homogenous mixture. At the next
stage of the process, the prepared PMMA scaffolds were
dipped into the composite solution and rotated for 2 min to
form a uniform coating. The coated scaffolds were dried for
48 h and were kept for further tests.

2.5 Cell proliferation rate on the scaffold

In order to examine whether the chitosan/β-TCP composite
films prepared in this study exert cytotoxic effects on SaOS-2
cells, we performed proliferation assay. The osteoblast-like
cells were extracted from adult rabbit back shank. The cells
were washed twice with phosphate buffer solution (PBS), and
then they were collected via centrifugation. In the standard
incubation condition (5 % CO2, 37 °C), the cells were incu-
bated for about 1 week in different culture media containing
Dulbeco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), dexametha-
sone, vitamin C, and β-sodium glycerol-phosphate. The
ostoeblast-like cells were further incubated in DMEM solu-
tion at 1×104 cells/ml for cell cultivation. The cells were sup-
plemented with 10 % FBS for 7 days in the standard culture
condition. In characterization of cell attachment, the samples
were taken out for digestion with 0.25 % trypsin EDTA solu-
tion. Afterwards, the number of cells was evaluated by
hemacytometer.

3 Results and discussion

In the present study, three-dimensional laser drilling of
PMMA scaffold used for bone regeneration was investigated.
Three sets of samples with increasing levels of porosity were
fabricated. The laser parameters and their values are shown in
Table 1. These conditions lead to forming holes with the di-
ameter range of 490±10 μm and depth of 12mm. Figure 4a, b

Fig. 3 XRD patterns of synthesized powder produced by sol–gel
process. The peaks indicate that the single phase of β-TCP was
successfully synthesized

Table. 1 The table indicates process parameters and the resulted porosity and strength for three groups of scaffolds

Sample
series

Laser power
(W)

Laser irradiation time
(ms)

Center distance
(mm)

Predicted porosity
(%)

Actual porosity
(%)

Compressive strength
(Mpa)

1 26 500 1 44.26 43±3 52±7

2 22 500 0.875 55.08 53±1 28±2

3 22 500 0.75 70.01 61±3 20±2
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indicates specimens before and after laser processing, respec-
tively. As can be seen, a regular 3D network of holes has been
formed. All the channels are the same size and the center
distance between two adjacent channels in each row is equal.

The actual and the predicted amounts of porosity for scaf-
folds are reported in Fig. 5. Channel size and center distance
are the two factors that control the amount of porosity. A large
center distance will result in a less porous scaffold while a low

Fig. 4 a Bulk cubic specimen
before laser processing. b A front
view of the fabricated PMMA
scaffold showing regular pattern
of holes made by laser processing.
c An isometric view of the
scaffold showing the 3D network
of holes

Fig 5 The figure shows the
difference in the amount of
measured porosity and predicted
porosity. A correlation coefficient
of 0.854 exists between predicted
porosity and actual porosity of
scaffolds
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center distance will produce a highly porous scaffold. The
hole diameters have a similar behavior with some more com-
plexity. The reported values lead to produce scaffolds with
actual porosity of 43±3, 53±, and 60±3 % and predicted
porosity of 44.26, 55.08, and 70.01 %. According to the re-
sults, a correlation coefficient of 0.854 exists between predict-
ed porosity and actual porosity of scaffolds. This close corre-
lation will enable fabrication of specific porosity by compen-
sating for the fact that the amount of actual scaffold porosity is
2–10 % lower than the predicted porosity. One of the major
advantages of our method is reproducibility that other tradi-
tional methods of fabricating scaffold may lack.

The scaffolds have to possess sufficient strength and stiff-
ness similar to the surrounding bone repair sites that will bear
in vivo loads. In order to determine the effect of porosity on
mechanical properties, five specimens from each set were used
for compressive testing and the average values were obtained.

Fig 6 The effect of porosity on compressive strength illustrates a
remarkable decrease in compressive strength from 150 to 20 (Mpa)
when the porosity increases from 43 to 60 %

Fig. 7 a SEM micrographs of
broken part of a scaffold without
coating illustrating connective
network configuration and open
pore structure, b a scaffold coated
with chitosan/β- TCP composite,
and respective magnifications
showing details of c, d the inner
surface morphology coated with
composite film showing the
success in coating of the inner
surfaces by immersing the
samples in the composite solution
(e) the thickness of the coated
layer and (f) distribution of TCP
particles
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Table 1 shows the compression strength of the fabricated sam-
ples with different porosities. These results show that porosity
greatly affects the compressive strength of porous PMMA and
the less porous scaffolds had better overall properties. On the
other hand, laser drilling is often associated with undesirable
thermal effects called heat-affected zone (HAZ) leading to sur-
face micro-cracking. Although mechanical properties are main-
ly affected by the amount of porosity, the authors believe by
controlling the laser parameters, a thinner HAZ, and as a result
better mechanical properties can be achieved. Investigation
about the effects of laser parameters on thickness of HAZ is
beyond the scope of this paper. The predicted porosity for each
scaffold was plotted via compression strength for the purpose of
relating compressive mechanical properties to porosity (Fig. 6).
As it can be seen, the compressive strength decreased remark-
ably from 150 to 20 MPa as the porosity increased from 43 to
60 %. Based on the obtained experimental data, the following
experimental model is identified.

S ¼ 0:008Por2−2:678Por þ 150:1 ð8Þ
R2 ¼ 0:997 ð9Þ

where S is mechanical strength (Mpa) and Por is the scaffold
porosity (%).

Figure 7a indicates the SEM image of the broken part of the
scaffold. As it can be seen, the scaffold possesses regular and
highly interconnected channel structure. The channels are
straight and drilled through the entire height of the scaffold.
Figure 7b indicates that the channels are cylindrical with the
diameter range of 590±10 μm, which is appropriate for bone
ingrowth. Based on previous studies, the minimum channel
size is supposed to be ≈100 μm because of cell size, migration
requirements, and transport [39]. However, channel size bigger
than 300μm is proposed, due to enhanced new bone formation.
In bone tissue engineering, to ensure a rapid tissue penetration,
a scaffoldwith relatively large channels (0.5–1mm) is preferred
because the large pores lead to direct osteogenesis [7].
Figure 7c illustrates a rough surface with irregularities that have
been formed after laser processing. During drilling, bulges can
form on the inside walls of the hole and the surface of the
specimen adjacent to the hole edge. We believe that bulge for-
mation plays a positive role in improving surface properties of
the scaffolds. In general, all biomedical implants undergo some
kind of surface modification before clinical insertation. Most
surface modifications of implants employ techniques that in-
crease the roughness of the surface resulting in surface irregu-
larities. Increasing implant surface roughness may allow for an
increase in surface area contact as well as an increase in the
depth of the interdigitation and mechanical interlocking effect
[40–43]. A rough surface is an ideal texture as it usually extends
the range of bone-bonding and fosters attachment of progenitor
cells, proteins, and bone proliferation cells. In addition, it fos-
ters absorption of biological metabolites [43].

In order to promote the capability of bone regeneration of
PMMA, a chitosan/TCP composite was prepared and coated
on the inner and the outer scaffold surface by immersing the
samples into the composite solution. It is difficult to form
calcium phosphate film on PMMA due to the hydrophobicity
of the PMMA surface [28]. Chitosan takes the role of a binder
and leads to a better adhesion of TCP particles on the scaffold
surface. On the other hand, chitosan enhances the bioactivity
of PMMA and can be degraded by enzymes in the human
body environment and the resulting degradation products are
non-toxic [44]. The high magnification SEM micrograph in-
dicates the composite layer formed within the scaffold matri-
ces as well as scaffold outer surface (Fig. 7c, d). A rough layer
with a thickness of 950 nm has covered the surface (Fig. 7e).
Rough texture which covers the scaffold surface is a key factor
to foster the attachment of bone proliferation cells [45].
Images reveal that in some areas, pores are occupied with
the composite fully or partially. Although some of the pores
are filled, the composite layer degrades gradually after im-
plantation and bone growth will occur. It is worthwhile to
mention that PMMA cannot be degraded by body enzymes
and as a result, it remains in the body and supports the gener-
ated three-dimensional tissue. It is possible to note some white
spherical agglomerates on the surface, which can be identified
as the β-TCP particles (Fig. 7f).

As a tissue engineering scaffold, a key property of the
biomaterial used is its interaction with the target cells. Cell

Fig. 8 Proliferation rate of SaOS-2 cells cultivated on the scaffolds. Cells
were seeded on the scaffolds with or without chitosan/ β-TCP composite
coating for 7 days. The amount of cells is expressed as mean±SD (n=4).
#Significant difference between bulk and coated PMMA scaffolds and
likewise porous and coated PMMA scaffolds within the same culture
condition and time point (P<0.05)
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behavior would be different in responding to surfaces with
different chemical conditions. In the present study, we have
investigated the proliferative behavior of osteoblast-like cells
on three surfaces: bulk PMMA, porous PMMA, and PMMA
with chitosan/β-tricalcium phosphate composite coating.
Achieving this goal, SaOS-2 cells were seeded on the scaf-
folds. Figure 8 represents the cell proliferation rate of
osteoblast-like cells on the surface of various samples after
1 week of cell cultivation. There was a statistically significant
difference in the cell numbers over the cultivation time. It was
found that PMMA scaffolds with chitosan/β-tricalcium phos-
phate composite coating were more suitable for osteoblast like
cells adhesion and proliferation in comparison with the bulk
and porous PMMA scaffolds indicating that chitosan/β-TCP
composite film prepared in the current study were
cytocompatible.

4 Conclusion

This research presents a laser drilling technique that was suc-
cessfully developed to produce a 3D porous PMMA scaffold
with a highly interconnected porous structure and reproduc-
ible porosity, pore size, and mechanical properties. In addi-
tion, this study demonstrated that cell compatibility of PMMA
scaffolds is greatly enhanced with chitosan/β-TCP composite
coating. Osteoblast-like cell attachment and bioactivity on the
chitosan/β-TCP composite coating were found to be more
significant compared to the findings with the bulk and porous
PMMA. Therefore, The PMMA scaffold coated with
chitosan/β-TCP layer is recommended to be highly beneficial
in bone tissue engineering applications.
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